JP3 Data Subscription Services
Data Services for the Oil & Gas Industry

Figure 1 – While traditional CAPEX project models are still dominant in many segments of the oil and gas industry, OPEX
alternatives are beginning to be seen as a viable and often preferable approach to the purchase, maintain, and operate model of
the past. An OPEX Data Subscription model can offer many advantages.
Data as a Service from JP3
JP3 is an innovative leader in the “Data as a Service”
business model for oil and gas. JP3 data services are
grounded on unique and proprietary data produced via
the JP3 Verax NIR measurement system. This
technology has been widely proven for reliability and
performance across the US and Canada. JP3 is
providing a broad array of composition and physical
property measurements of crude oil, condensate, NGLs,
natural gases, purity NGL products, and refined fuel
products across the upstream, midstream, and
downstream markets. JP3 continues to rapidly expand its
installed base and scope of measurement applications
and advanced software and visualizations that use those
measurements to allow operators and decisions makers
to better preform their roles.
Level 1 data (composition, physical properties, etc.) are
gathered and enhanced by local or cloud based
aggregation, visualization, and analytics software. This is
delivered as Level 2 information that enhances
operational and business decision making and results.

Benefits
An OPEX Data Services approach to measurement and
information solutions offer many advantages to traditional
CAPEX projects including:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

No capital approvals
Faster project approvals
Faster AFE/OPEX approvals
No Capital Asset/Depreciation
No maintenance or service expertise required
Flexible contracts
Fast deployment and rollout
Guaranteed Service Levels and Performance

JP3 data Service agreements offer flexibility in terms of
contract length, redeployment of assets whenever
required, and service levels and costs dependent on
application requirements.
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JP3 Data Subscription Services
Applications available via JP3 Data
Subscription Service

JP3 delivers a complete scope of equipment, application
software, and services covering commissioning
to on-going maintenance and optimization for a monthly or
annual fee. Customer provides physical installation,
power, and access to equipment.

Figure 2 – Typical field deployed Verax
system, producing Level 1 data for local
consumption, transmitting to the JP3 cloud
for Level 2 data accessible via VIPER
browser or via API to customer network for
integration with company operational and
business systems.
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